
Elif 
Giving 

Acceptance 

Trust


Pavla 
Surprised that everything has the same dialogue and everything has similar rules

Finally understand what dialogue is


Katrin 
Joy 

Depth 

Deepness 

Deep well


Eliska 
Playfull

In a beauty

Love


Tomas 
Chest 

Eye 

Vibration


Yigit 
Tenderness 

joy 

pleasure  

‘sensescape’


Buse 
Giving birth

Protection

The deep pain of being a human


Eylem 
Desire

Surrendering

Compassion


Nisan 
Giving is receiving

The way you approach yourself reveals and liberates something in me

Even though it is not seen or heard it is actually there so it is possible to touch it


Pedro 
Sensual feet

Inner skin

Shared intimacy




Steffen 
Full of life

Touching the heart

Tenderness


Eugenia 
Vulnerability

Walking in different path 

Dissociation independency makes me in the presence of the sensation 


Lina 
How deeply can I feel myself

How deeply can I let myself be touched

How deeply can IOpen up to life or meet myself


Sabina 
Meeting

Melting

Sweetness


Beliz 
Peeling layers

Transparent borders

Grounded lightness


Katerina 
Closeness to the body

Sexuality or intimacy

Boundaries


———————


Buse 
I felt a little bit oppressed I somehow stopped myself when my body was going through 
sexual movements 

Celebrating

Elegant animal


Yiğit 
Vibrant and alive from within and around

I move therefore I am free

No need to hide let it shine


Eylem 
Courage to experiment

Divine beauty

Across the universe


Nisan 
Surrender to the rhythm from the inside and let it work its magic

Sky is on the ground




You are so beautiful


Eliska 
Sexuality

Trust

Be authentic


Katrin 
Suprised light and grounded

Connected to the space and the space is huge


Elif 
Childish exploration

Liberation like a playground

Liberation in the walls, and patterns


Pavla 
Fire

Pressure before explosion

No distance


Tomas 
Lightness of being

Composition of multitudes

Weight of the energy


Sabina 
Earth energy

Spring vibration

Juicy fullness


Pedro 
Emptied drained free

Deeper under source through unstable knees

Roof gang


Eugenia 
Discovery

Playing

Enjoying


Lina 
Uniting

Interconnection

Playfullness 

in flow


Steffen 
We all together

Following the heartbeat

Endless grace





